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What’s it all about
• How to get started
• What are some of the common controller options
• General introduction to terms and types
• Input and Output
• Information on getting started

Sampling of Microcontrollers
• tinyAVR — As little as 6 pins, over 1MHz
• PICAXE — As little as 8 pins, up to 64MHz
• Ardunio (ATMega) — Standalone or on board, 16+MHz
• Raspberry Pi — Single-Board Computer, up to (and over) 1GHz
• There are dozens of common microcontrollers
Propeller

BasicStamp

8051

MIP

• There are a number of single-board computers:
Beagle Bone NetDuino
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Intel Galileo

ASUS Tinker
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Focus
• Arduino and PICAXE— Microcontroller:
Well suited for specific application
Code is lightweight (so is memory)
• Does not have an operating system per se
•
•

• Raspberry Pi — Single-Board Computer:
Really a small computer with GPIO pins and lots of interface logic
Can be used for a wide spectrum of tasks
• Lots of options and compute power
•
•

Covering….
• Introduction, Jargon and Background
• General Purpose Input and Output (GPIO)
• Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
• Some Examples

Introduction,
Background and Jargon
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The Arduino
• Created as a simple, open source, easy
to use platform
• Developed in 2003 as a less costly
replacement to the BASIC Stamp
• Support has grown dramatically in the
past decade in both hardware options
and available software libraries

Courtesy of SparkFun Electronics

• Boards run from $25 up, chips for less
than $5

Arduino — Platform
• Based on AVR (ATMega) and ARM processors
• The processor features a wide array of GPIO pins
• Free Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
allows for programming in the ‘C’ language
• Programs are Compiled and then loaded into the
processor via a built in ‘bootstrap’ program — The
result is machine code, so it is very efficient
• Your program automatically runs on reset or
power up

Arduino — Expansion ‘Shields’
• The basic board comes with two
interface headers and SPI
• A ‘Shield’ — Stackable add-on boards
• Many off the shelf shields are
available:
Displays
Motor Controllers
Ethernet
ZigBee
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Sensors
Storage (SD)
IoT
Custom

Courtesy of Adafruit
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Arduino — Programming ‘Sketches’
• In the Arduino world, a program is called a ‘Sketch’
• Programming is performed in the ‘C’ language
• A sketch is compiled into machine language and uploaded
to the device
• A free IDE is supplied by Arduino

Arduino — ATMega On Its Own
• There are many variants of the
Arduino concepts
• Third party vendors, boards,
shields and accessories
• Since it is based on the ATMega
microcontroller, single-chip
projects can be created without
the surrounding Arduino board

The PICAXE
• PICAXE is a microcontroller system
based on a range of Microchip
Technology PIC microcontrollers
• A BASIC interpreter and bootloader
was developed in 1999
• PICAXE allows for the easy creation
of small micro-controlled
applications
• Chips run from $3 and up
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PICAXE — The Platform
• A series of PIC (“pick”) chips load with firmware for
programming and interpreting BASIC
• Speeds vary as does memory
• Available GPIO pins vary depending on the chip
• Requires very little supporting hardware

PICAXE — Programming
• PICAXE is interpreted using the BASIC language
• A free Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is
supplied by Revolution Education known as “PICAXE
Programming Editor” for Windows
• The Windows IDE also features a flowcharting feature to
visually create programs
• A scaled down IDE is available for Linux and Mac called
‘AXEpad’
• There are also other third-party platforms

The Raspberry Pi
• Raspberry PI is a series of small singleboard computers
• Originally designed for education to
provide low cost computers worldwide,
its popularity has grown dramatically
with over 10 million units sold
• The first Pi was released in 2012 with
Pi 3 being released in 2017
• Pi Zeros can be purchased for as little
as $5, Pi 3 B for $35
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Raspberry Pi — Platform
• ARM compatible processor available with various speeds and
configurations from 300MHz to over 1.5Ghz
• As a single-board computer, the Raspberry Pi is a much more
capable system than a microcontroller chip
• A micro SD card is used for storage (aka hard drive)
• Depending on the unit, Ethernet, WiFi and Bluetooth are on
board
• Most implementations use one of a number of Linux
derivations
• Windows 10 IoT is also available

Raspberry Pi — Interfacing
• USB ports acting as ‘host’ ports
• Video ranging from NTSC/PAL to HDMI (later models are
HDMI only)
• Display plug-in port
• Camera plug-in port
• Multiple GPIO (lower current drive)

Raspberry Pi — Programming
• Most implementations use Python as the programming
language
• Other languages include ‘C’, ‘C++’, Java and Perl

Scott A. Theis, W2LW
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GPIO
General Purpose Input & Output
GATEWAY TO THE OUTSIDE

GPIO — Overview

Courtesy of Revolution Education

GPIO Pins — Overview
• GPIO is what sets microcontrollers apart from basic desktop
computers or your smart phone
• Depending on the platform, input and output can take many
forms:
•
•
•
•

Digital — Simple On/Off or Logical True/False
PWM — Pulse Width Modulation (another form of digital)
Analog — Allows for reading/writing specific voltages or waveforms
Serial — Allows for communications to other devices or programming

• In many platforms, pins will ‘double up’ and serve more than
one purpose

Scott A. Theis, W2LW
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GPIO Pins — Digital
• Controllers may feature digital in and out
• Interface voltage and current:
Common systems use either 5v (TTL/CMOS) or 3.3v (CMOS)
Most 3.3v powered systems employ 3.3v digital I/O
• Driving in the incorrect voltage can damage a device
•
•

GPIO Pins — Digital Output
• Output will normally feature a low
drive current:
•
•

Typically 20-40ma
Chips usually have a limit on the total
drive current for all pins or groups of
pins

• Pins may be open collector
requiring a pull up resistor or may
have an internal pull up resistor
• Use buffering to interface to the
desired voltage or current

Courtesy of Arduino

GPIO — Digital Input
• Logic levels will vary depending on the device and the
power rail
• Some devices can be damaged by overvoltage
•

Do not drive TTL Levels (5v) into a 3.3V device

• Some devices have switch ‘debounce’ in hardware or
software
• Some devices want unused pins tied to ground or VDD
using a resistor
• Some devices have additional sensing for buttons such as
touch sensors

Scott A. Theis, W2LW
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GPIO — Analog
• Voltage:
•
•

Most require input and/or output within the range of 0 to VDD
Many inputs will be limited to a percentage of 0 and max

• Resolution — Basic, usually 8-10 bits
• Sample rate — Depends on the controller
• Stability — Very dependent on the power supply
• Some devices do not have direct analog output

GPIO & Communications
• Many controllers allow for one or more GPIO pins to be
programmed as a serial interface
• The serial interface can double as a programming port or
general purpose port — In many cases, these pins default
to programming mode
• Some boards, like the Arduino, feature a USB/Serial
Interface chip that is connected directly to the
programming pins
• Serial communications will be at logic levels (not RS-232)

GPIO & Communications
• Many display devices,
such as an LCD, can be
quickly connected via one
of the serial output pins

Courtesy of Seetron Tech
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GPIO & Communications — I2C
• Devices can be attached on a
3-wire system
• Each device can be addressed
independently
• Speeds can range from 100 kbit/s
to over 3 mbit/s
• Devices include memory, temp
sensors, accelerometers, gyros,
ADC/DAC, RFID, etc…

GPIO & Communications — 1-Wire
• 1-Wire (Dallas
Semiconductor/Maxim)
specification allows devices to be
queried and read
• Multiple devices can be connected
to create a MicroLAN

Using GPIO Pins
• Many controllers default GPIO pins mode to digital in on
reset or powerup
• Generally, one of the first steps during initialization is to
program each pin for the desired action — Some functions
automatically setup the specified pin
• Program code defines the purpose and options for specific
pins

Scott A. Theis, W2LW
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Simple GPIO Arduino Example
int sensorPin = A0;
int ledPin = 13;
int sensorValue = 0;

// select input pin for the potentiometer
// select the pin for the LED
// value coming from the sensor

void setup() {
pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT);
}

// declare the ledPin as an OUTPUT:

void loop() {
sensorValue = analogRead(sensorPin);
digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);
delay(sensorValue);
digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);
delay(sensorValue);
}

//
//
//
//
//

read
turn
wait
turn
wait

the
the
for
the
for

value from the sensor
ledPin on
x milliseconds
ledPin off
x milliseconds

IDE
Integration Development
Environment
SOFTWARE FOR DEVELOPING SOFTWARE

Arduino IDE — Overview
• Free IDE available downloadable from:
www.arduino.cc
• The IDE aids in writing and testing code
• Contains examples and libraries
• More complex shields require libraries to be added
• Connects to the target device via USB/Serial
• IDE is aware of the limitations of the device

Scott A. Theis, W2LW
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Arduino Architecture — Memory
• Programs are saved in flash memory:
•
•
•

Generally uploaded by the IDE
Availability ranges from 32K to 256K bytes
A small portion is reserved for the bootloader

• Working data is stored in Static RAM (SRAM):
•
•

For variables and working data
Availability ranges from 2K to 8K bytes

• Non-volatile data can be stored in EEPROM
•
•

For permanent data (power off to power on)
Availability ranges from 1K to 4K bytes

Memory — Available Features
• Setting the board type helps your program stay within
hardware limits

Arduino Operation
• The program will start running on power-on or reset
condition
• ‘setup()’ is called once to allow your program to initialize
variables, ports and other hardware
• ‘loop()’ is repeatedly called forever

Scott A. Theis, W2LW
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Getting Started with a Raspberry Pi
• Buy a Pi:
• You’ll also need:
A 4 to 32GB micro SD card (preferably speed 10)
Keyboard and Mouse
• Monitor (HDMI is preferable, a regular TV is OK)
•
•

• Download NOOBS (New Out Of Box Software)
• Download SD formatter

Setting Up Pi
• Format SD card as required
• Copy NOOBS image to SD card
• Install in Pi and power-up, select O/S, follow instructions
• Pi 3 has built-in WiFi which is desirable
• Note that >32GB SD cards are supported but not out of the
box

Getting Going

Scott A. Theis, W2LW
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Some Places to Get Stuff
• Adafruit — Lots of kits, projects, documentation, support
• SparkFun — Store with some support
• Amazon — Store
• Mouser — Store
• Jameco — Store
• Digikey — Store
• eBay — Store (buyer beware)

Places to Get Info
• ARRL — Books, web: http://www.arrl.org/arduino
• Arduino Site — https://www.arduino.cc/
• Raspberry Pi Site — https://www.raspberrypi.org/
• PICAXE Site — http://www.picaxe.com/
• Adafruit — https://www.adafruit.com/
• YouTube, Google, DuckDuck, etc

ARRL
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Summary — Getting Started
• Less than $100 will get you started with a lot of toys
•

Try an explorer kit

• Some, such as the Raspberry Pi Zero can cost as little as $5
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